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Starobinsky Higgs
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same inflationary potential

but (slightly) different predictions because of different reheating 
Bezrukov & Gorbunov (2011) 
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At large     the divergences are absorbed in an EFT-like expansion
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Worse at                : quantum corrections are out of control

no matching between low-energy parameters and 
inflation without UV completion

� �MP

Even asymptotic shift symmetry is UV sensitive: 
e.g. the cutoff can be due to integration of a heavy field

ME = MJ/�(�)

�U � [M(�)]4 log[M(�)/µ]

Seemingly, UV completion must involve gravity
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+ encompasses particle physics and cosmology

able to produce concrete inflationary potentials
Silverstein & Westphal (2008)  

- very non-minimal 

• proliferation of extra fields

• moduli stabilization
• poorly understood in curved space-time
• poorly understood with broken SUSY

• no direct relation between inflation and low energies

String theory 
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Horava-Lifshitz gravity
Horava (2009)

loop integrals with gravitons are 
better behaved, the theory is
“power counting renormalizable”

t

x

because of preferred foliation non-
trivial effects persist at all energies

Blas,Pujolas, S.S. (2009)

e.g. �1 , �2 � (MQG/MP )2

Constraints on QG from Solar System ! MQG � 1016GeV

More constraints from pulsars, CMB, LSS etc.

�gµ�g��� �
1

�2 � k6
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Any            is renormalizable  (divergences removed by normal 
ordering ?)

U(�)

Naturally incorporates setups with asymptotic shift symmetry 
(the “Einstein-frame language”)

Additional features: coupling to the preferred frame
Donnelly, Jacobson (2010)

Solomon, Barrow (2014)
Ivanov, S.S. (2014)

m2uµ�µ�

during inflation kinetic energy of the inflaton can dominate over 
its potential energy --- “fast-roll”

equilateral NG                               for�50 � fNL � �5 0.02 � r � 0.2

N.B. With                can serve as a model for DE 
Blas, S.S. (2011)    

m � eV



Challenges

• Proof of renormalizability
        gauge symmetry, instantaneous modes, technical complexity

• Emergence of Lorentz invariance in Standard Model

- Accidental symmetry due to 3d SUSY
Groot Nibbelink, Pospelov (2005)

Pujolas, S.S. (2012)

- Attraction towards Lorentz invariant fixed point
Chadha, Nielsen (1982)

Bednik, Pujolas, S.S. (2013)
S.S. (2014)
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Your theory is crazy, the question is whether it's crazy 
enough to be true.

Bohr to Pauli
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0 < 0

+++ Euclidean action is positive definite  
                    non-perturbative definition via path integral ?

- Ghosts             loss of unitarity

Avramidi, Barvinsky (1985)
Salvio, Strumia (2014)
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no unitary S-matrix at E > MP

But do we really need it ? 

• unitarity is recovered at                where ghost decouples E < MP

• observables are correlators that can be defined using 
analytic continuation from Euclidean signature

 Hawking, Hertog (2001)

Implication for inflation: 
divergences are local in the Jordan frame, where all 
subtractions must be performed

Unification with the Standard Model and dark matter
Salvio, Strumia (2014)



Challenges

• Semiclassical interpretation

higher time-derivatives           spurious run-away solutions

Proposal: 
remove them by imposing boundary conditions in future

Maldacena (2011)

introduces a-causality; implications ?

• Good UV properties for f2
0 < 0

m2
scalaron � f2

0 M2
P tachyonic instability

- stabilize by adding more fields ?
- accept run-away ?
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Summary and Outlook

UV completion of inflation is needed 
• to embed inflation in a broader context of particle 

physics
• because observational precision approaches the level 

of quantum corrections
UV completion involves QG;  some standard principles 
must be dropped
String theory seems too non-minimal to connect high and 
low-energy physics

Alternatives to ST drop either general covariance (and 
Lorentz invariance) or unitarity; many conceptual and 
technical challenges  

potential gain: direct bridge between inflation and colliders       


